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Abstract

The origin and rationale of the Conservation Advisory Science Notes series is explained along with its relationship to the external unprogrammed science advice fund of the Department of Conservation. The series will cease publication in June 2001. The full series of 346 titles is listed with an index to authors.

1. Introduction

The Department of Conservation (DOC) asserts the need for conservation management to be underpinned by good science. Many programmes within the Department have day-to-day needs for science advice to underpin, support and explain management needs and actions. Often these arise unexpectedly and have not been programmed into the annual budget.

When the Department was formed in 1987, its in-house science unit was recognised as having capacity covering only part of the broad-spectrum needs of the Department. Accordingly, bulk funding was provided to secure external science research and advice. During the first five years of the Department the advice funding was limited to 4 agencies primarily within the then Department of Scientific and Industrial Research (DSIR).

DOC staff requiring science advice were able to consult with staff in these agencies, and the cost of such consultations were charged against the advisory component of the external science funds. During the first 5 years of the Department's operations some $1.2 million were expended in obtaining such science advice or services. Much of the advice was to individuals and verbal. While such individuals and the Department may have benefited, there was little residual evidence of what advice was received and by whom. Similar advice was often requested by different parts of the Department.

With the formation of various Crown Research Institutes from the previous DSIR in 1992 the Department introduced new procedures for obtaining external Unprogrammed Science Advice and Services (UPSA). The network of Conservation Advisory Scientists (CAS) had recently been extended so that a scientist was generally provided in each Conservancy. A paper allocation of advisory funding was made to each Conservancy, and management staff requests to use the fund were channelled through the relevant CAS.

The usual scenario entails a manager with a problem. The CAS or Science & Research Unit (SRU) of the Department is consulted for assistance in defining the problem and in finding a prompt answer. In many cases this consultation reveals that relevant
information or methods are already known and available within the Department, or the published literature, and can be applied to the problem. If this is not the case, then a search is made for a suitable contractor within the local or national scientific community. In some cases the search needs to be made world-wide.

The funds for purchasing external advice were retained by the SRU, which ultimately arranged for payment of the external contractor. Crucially, the decision was made to, where possible, publish the advice received. This would enable others to not only see and make use of the advice received, but to see who was able to provide advice, and potentially solve a science problem within their own programmes.

These published items were gathered in a registered series entitled Conservation Advisory Science Notes (ISSN 1171-9834). Their defined brief has been printed on the cover of all publications in the series:

**Short Answers in Conservation Science**

_This report is published by Head Office, Department of Conservation, and presents the results of scientific services or advice purchased from a consultant outside the Department or provided by Departmental scientific staff._

The unprogrammed science advice fund process was designed to be a simple one, with the prime requirement being a written question, which clearly states the management or scientific problem, requiring a written answer which _may_ be published in Conservation Advisory Science Notes (CASNotes). Answers which were not published include chemical analyses, raw data for inclusion in other reports, and reviewers comments on other advice or reports, where the CASNote reader does not have access to the original document under review.

There have been some primary rules covering access to the fund (see also Appendices A and B):

1. All unprogrammed science advice paid for by SRU must be received as written advice to a written question or request for laboratory or other approved technical service.

2. As a general rule these funds are only for the payment of costs (including overheads) for written advice - a report. Travel and other expenses such as survey or field investigation are the responsibility of the Conservancy or part of the Department needing the advice or service.

3. **Funding does not cover** oral advice, routine survey, routine analysis of materials, appearance at tribunals or hearings on behalf of the Department, or services which are obtainable from SRU or other Conservation Service Units. Advisory tasks associated with a contracted DOC funded external research investigation must be charged to that investigation and not UPSA. No new UPSA on the same topic or extension of a topic is allowed in another financial year - it should then have been programmed. All contracts let to universities must be to a permanent staff member (who may use a supervised student of their choice to provide a report, which should also include the contracted staff member as an author).
Initially the advice was published as it was received, with only the addition of a standard series cover. This was the most economic form of distribution, but did produce a variable image according to the visual quality of the material provided by the contractor. In spite of this visual quality, it did show the scientific quality of the advisory product being purchased.

The introduction of the DOC publication standards in 1996 required that CASNotes adhere as far as possible to this standard. A compromise was allowed, in that while text should be formatted according to the standard, tables and illustrations could remain in the format provided by the contractor and would be treated as appendices. Adherence to this design standard, however, introduced the costs of typesetting, formatting and an increased amount of proofing and administration, which ultimately reduced the amount of money available for advice. In 1999, the fund was increased to cover these costs plus the costs of printing previously borne by SRU. In 2000/2001, some 21% of the fund was used for these production costs.

In 2001, SRU decided that the CASNote series should cease, and that material previously channelled to the series would in future be subsumed within the DOC Science Internal Series. Their publication from July 2001 would initially be on the DOC intranet, and hard copies of groups of reports would be published as compendia later. This final CASNote provides a commentary on the origins, operational summary and index of the full series.

2. Discussion

CASNotes have proven to be an efficient method of ensuring accountability and the visibility of urgent science advice during the past nine years. Designed to provide rapid responses to specific questions, the processes of formatting and publication have in recent years tended to slow the immediacy of the advice to other than those with the original problem.

They have provided a significant pool of generally reliable advice to the Department in a manner which has enabled the wider general and scientific community to view what advice has been given. I have searched without success for a similar system world-wide and can find no equivalent. As a publicly available advisory series it enabled this part of the scientific underpinning of the Department to be assessed alongside other DOC series which directly report on scientific research results.

Advice based on the best available knowledge, advance results of research, or the contractor's experience can often provide more immediacy for the manager than the results of a closely focussed research programme which may not directly address the specific problem faced, while still needing further interpretation to enable a useful scenario and "advice" for the manager.

However, advice does have caveats. It may represent only a narrow point of view, and in some cases there are alternative points of view and wider questions for the manager to consider. There are examples of this within this series, some published as separate pieces of advice, while others have the results of other consultations included.
Ultimately the manager must make a decision, while recording how that decision was made, the range of advice received, and reasons for its acceptance or rejection.

The benefit to science and the Department has been a growing understanding by managers that science, scientific methods and advice, can help to solve management needs, and especially the small day-to-day problems which may arise. This is a continuing problem in any organisation which has to operate in an applied science environment. Often, advice based on the best available knowledge and experience may be the only material which a manager can use. A result from a specific research programme and its peer-reviewed journal publication may be years away.

Publication of advice provides an important science transfer and advocacy tool for the Department, in that the advice published is often received from independent sources and provides views which complement or criticise proposed actions. This has assisted and should continue to assist in providing healthy and informed debate. The advice received is also a window in time and represents the best answers when given. This is not to presume that advice will always remain constant and will not change as knowledge increases.

Another important result of the unprogrammed science funding and the publication of this series has been the significant number of topics which have later developed into more closely focussed research projects, or to report methods or trials leading to further research work. As such, the USPA fund and the publication series have in themselves provided an important underpinning to conservation science, as well as management.

Appendix C gives a full listing of the CASNote series. The advice they contain has been required by, and affected, most of the statutory functions of the Department over a nine-year period. This role will now be promulgated through the DOC Science Internal Series.
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# Appendix A

DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION  
SCIENCE & RESEARCH UNIT  
ORDER FOR EXTERNAL UNPROGRAMMED SCIENCE ADVICE/SERVICES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conservancy:</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Ref.No.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HO Division:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TO (Supplier) Name:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Telephone</th>
<th>Fax.No.</th>
<th>Email</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**FROM (Client) Name:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Telephone</th>
<th>Fax.No.</th>
<th>Email</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

1. Please provide written science advice report/services on the topic/question(s) listed, and at the price quoted below.
2. Please provide one typed copy of the advice/service to the originator of this order.
3. Please provide one typed original (see over for instructions) of the advice/service with your GST Invoice to: CAS Co-ordinator, SRU, PO Box 10-420, Wellington.

**Supplier Quotation Provided by (Name):**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date Written Advice/Service required:</th>
<th>Date Quotation provided:</th>
<th>Quoted cost (excluding GST):</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Question(s) for which advice/service is required (Please type or print clearly). Use extra page if needed.**

**Name & Signature of person authorised to order advice/service:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SRU Alloc.</th>
<th>Other Authority</th>
<th>Not valid unless signed.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$__________</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CAS Co-ordinator Signature if Bid for unallocated funds approved.

**Extra Amount Approved from SRU $______________________**
Appendix B

ORDERS FOR EXTERNAL UNPROGRAMMED SCIENCE ADVICE/SERVICES
ALL PARTIES TO READ CAREFULLY AND FOLLOW REQUIREMENTS

PROCEDURES TO BE FOLLOWED BY DOC STAFF

1. DOC Client to prepare written question(s)/request for services/advice for action by Conservancy Advisory Scientist (CAS), or Head Office Director (HOD), or CAS Co-ordinator, SRU.

2. Client, CAS or HOD to obtain verbal or written quotation (excluding GST) from supplier. Please ensure that any supplier is aware of the conditions for delivery and payment as set out below, before a quotation is given or an order made.

3. CAS or HOD complete advice/service request form (see attached). Provide local Reference No. (top right).

4a. If allocated funds still available, forward original to supplier and copy to CAS Co-ord. CAS or HOD to keep copy.

4b. If allocated funds are wholly or partly exhausted, but Conservancy or HO policy division is able to provide the extra funds needed - add payment authorisation codes plus dollar amount and send original to supplier and a copy to CAS Co-ord. CAS or HOD to keep copy. PLEASE NOTE the instructions to suppliers (1) below. Agreed additional costs (not funded by SRU) over and above the cost of the required report should be added by Client authorisation code so that the supplier only incurs the cost of one invoice.

4c. If allocated funds exhausted and Conservancy or HO policy division cannot pay locally, submit the original order and two copies to CAS Co-ord as a bid for unallocated funds. If approved CAS Co-ord. submits order. Copy is returned to CAS or HOD if successful in bid. All copies returned if the bid is not successful.

5. CAS and HOD to keep register of all authorities given as a check on use of allocations.

PROCEDURES TO BE FOLLOWED BY SUPPLIERS OF SERVICES/ADVICE

1. Provide quotation on request for written services/advice. Please note that if supplier is not registered for GST the amount quoted will be the maximum amount paid. Suppliers not registered for GST will have withholding tax deducted from any final payment except reimbursement of an approved and listed expense. Unless previously agreed and written in the order specifications, payment will only be made for the provision of a written report. PLEASE NOTE. Charging for any oral advice, or travel and other expenses will not be accepted by SRU. Suppliers giving extensive oral advice to DOC clients and/or incurring travel or other expenses may need to make their own arrangements with the Client for payment that is separate from amounts agreed to in this order. See also Note in 4b above.

2. Advise whether the task can be completed by the required date. Give adequate notice if an extension of time is required at any time.

3. Written advice to be provided as specified below with a covering letter on official letterhead of the supplier. Please show in the report:-
   a) a short, clear descriptive title and up to 10 Keywords
   b) name and address of person(s) and organisation(s) supplying advice
   c) question/service sought by client
   d) reported information and references
   e) statement recording any restrictions on the use of the information

4. Send copy of report to the client.

5. Send original copy of report plus GST Invoice for payment to CAS Co-ordinator, SRU, PO Box 10-420, Wellington. No invoice will be paid unless copy of written advice is provided. Please note that Invoices sent anywhere else will incur delays in payment.

6. Most reports received will be automatically considered for publication in the series Conservation Advisory Science Note. Accordingly all final reports should be in a format submitted to the CAS Co-ordinator as follows:
   1) One original hard copy on one side of A4 sheets. 2) Disk copies as (a) WordPerfect/Word file and (b) DOS ASCII file. No Macintosh files please. 3) All original figures, tables, and other illustrations must be provided in final hard copy form to fit without change in final presented material within an A4 page (maximum margins 2.5 cm top and bottom; 1.5 cm left and right of page). Ideally all text printed within or on figures (not captions) to be in Helvetica/Arial typeface. Fold out pages not accepted. 4) All tables, figures and illustrations to be presented and referred to as Appendices to the text of the report and placed after the completed text. 5) Photographic illustrations will be dot screened for printing purposes and printed in Black & White. No material for colour printing will be accepted except in exceptional circumstances and only with prior approval from CAS Co-ordinator. 6) Suppliers may order up to 20 copies of their published report free of charge.

C J R Robertson. (CAS Co-ordinator SRU), 25 July 1995
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